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ABSTRACT,

number of diffeI'ent forms of traffic control or
interesection layout.s could be used at aparticulaI'
intex:,Section. The cost,s to user,s of the intez'section
under the possible control conditions will vaIg in
type and distzibution across usez's., Two, of the majoI
direct costs to users axe travel time and fuel
consumption. Another, le,s5 quantifiable ,cost to the
user is the accident risk..
When detez'mining the
appropriate
form
or traffic contz'ol at an
intersection,
maximising
intersection efficiency,
taking into account all user costs, should be a
pIimarg objective" The benefit of a change in tI'affic
control should then be weighed against the cost,s of
implementing and maintaining the scheme.
It is
therefoz.'e necessazy to be able to identify the value
of each type of usez' cost under any pzoposed fozm of
intersection control.
Analytical tooLs, ,such as, the
tz'affic model IN,sBCT, enable delay time and fuel
consumption at intezsections undez' different forms of
tz'affic control and intezsection layouts to be
estimated .'
The IN,sECT model is described and Lts
usefulness demonstra ted by considering the effect of
changes in traffic control ox' interesectionlaydut at
sevex'al intexsections.
The user benefit,s and the
conditions under which they occur are discussed and
some genex'al conclusions on the comparative costs of
inter'section control altex:na.tives az's x'eached.,
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INTRODUcnON

The minimisation of the cost of travel to users of the road network
is a primary objective of the traffic manager'" A major' portion of these costs
occur because of the intersection of roads within the network" The choice of
geometric design and traffic control fOI an intersection will ther'efol'ehave a
great bearing on the costs to users of the network
A number of different for'ms of' traffic contr'Ol could be used at a
particular intersection. foI' example prioritycontr'ol (stop or give-way),
roundabout aI' traffic signals. All these have different costs to the users
associated with them" Two of the major du'eet costs to the users aI'e travel (0['
delay) time and fuel consumption, Another' less quantifiable cost to the user is
the accident risk" The cost of air' pollution and noise is borne by all people in
the vicinity of the intersection" When determining the appropriate form of
traffic contr'ol at an intersection, maximising intersection efficiency, taking
into account all user' costs, should be a primary objective,
At pl'esent, procedures for' deter'mining the appropriate level of
control at intersections make use of fairly broad volume and safety 'warrants'
to aid the traffic manager' (see, fOI' example, Daley (1984» The Australian
Standard (SAA, 1986) encoUI'ages the use of a cost-benefit analysis to
deter'mine the appropriate for'm of control, but the data r'equiIed for' this type
of analysis is difficult and expensive to collect" The traffic model, INSECT
(Nairn and Partners, 1986), simulates the passage of individual vehicles thI'ough
an inter'Section and pI'ovides perfoI'mance estimates which could be used by the
traffic manager' in deter'mining the appropriate for'm of contr'ol
In this paper, the useI' costs ar'e discussed and the model INSECT is
described briefly, The usefulness of INSECT is then demonstr'sted by
considering several interesting cases of changes in traffic control and
intersection layout. The useI' benefits from control changes and the conditions
under which those benefits occw' al'e discussed and generalised wher'e possible,
The two major' user' costs consider'ed here aI'e delay time and fuel consumption,
These benefits must be weighed against the accident risk of the differ'ent fDIms
of intersection contr'Ol,

VALUING TRAVEL COSTS
The cost of travel £'or' users of the r'oad network can be divided up
into fixed and variable costs" Fixed costs such as the cost of the vehicle,
r'egistration and insurance are inCUII'ed independently of the amount of travel
and ar'e therefor'e not considered when comparing the cost of travel under
different forms of traffic contl'OL For' this purpose variable costs such as travel
time and fuel consumption, should be considered,
The major' variable cost is that of travel time, or' equivalently when
comparing traffic control schemes, delay time, The value of travel time has
been a topic of much debate, A value of one third of average weeklyeamings
has been used in many studies. but thet'e is some uncertainty whether' small
time savings are as valuable, per' second. as longer time savings (Lay. 1985)
One method of deter'mining the value of tlavel time is by considering the cruise
speed that people choose to travel at when unconstrained by other' traffic and
mad conditions" Travel time can be reduced by increasing travel speed, but at
high speeds this results in an incr'ease in fuel consumption and ther'efore cost.
Given a person's desit'ed cruise speed and the fuel consumption-speed
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relationship fOI' the vehicle, the person's value of travel time can be calcula ted.
Assuming an average. desll'ed, unconstrained cruise speed of 100 km Ih, Biggs
and Akcelik showed that fOI' a medium sized car this coIt'esponded to 13,,5 L/h
which, at a petrol cost of $O.S8/L. is equivalent to $8,00 per' hauI'. At a cruise
speed of 90 km/h the value of travel time is $5,40 per' hOUI" The average value
of travel time saved for new' small to medium cars fOI' cruise speeds of 100
krn/h has been estimated from vehicle data given in Royalauto to be $5,,30 per
hour. These values aI'e greater' than one thud of weekly earnings (about
$4,,30/h) Since the method calculates the value of incremetal time saving, this
suggests that the value of small time savings aI'e at least as valuable as large
'Savings. The higher' value could be due, in part, to the driver's lack of
knowledge of the fuel costs of highe!' speeds" Note that this method does not
include the incr'eased accident risk of travelling at high speeds, Inclusion of this
cost would increase the estimated value of travel time,

Anotherimpor'tant component of the cost of travel is fuel
consumption" The importance of this component has increased greatly in the
last decade with increasing fuel prices, The tr'end to more fuel efficient cars
has off-set this to some extent Fuel consumption is difficult to measure and
has ther'efor'e been ignored in many studies when evaluating traffic
management schemes" However, I'ecent advances in modelling fuel consumption
(see for example Bowyer. Akcelik and Biggs, 1985) and the incorporation of fuel
consumption models into traffic models enable the effects of changes in traffic
contI'ol on fuel consumption to estimated accurately" The benefit of fuel
savings has been found to be of a similar' order of magnitude as the travel time
savings for' changes in traffic control at some intersections (Bowyer and Biggs,
1986)

The third major' component of travel cost can be termed the
accident risk, The cost of an accident can be lar'ge but the chance of
experiencing this cost is small. During any travel there is a chance of an
accident and this is a risk that people take in travelling on the r'oad can
therefore be thought of as a cost of travel.. However', this cost is difficult to
measure as accidents occur' so infrequently and. as with the value of tIavel
time. the cost of accidents ate difficult to quantify, The frequency of accidents
appears to be dependent on both exposur'e and site related features and traffic
models have not been able to accUIstely pr'edict the accident risk.. The
prediction of accident risk for' an intersection under' a given for m of control and
given volume levels is an at'ea for futUI'e research, The cost of accident risk is
riot consider'ed in this paper' when comparing user' costs of differ'ent forms of
traffic management,
Other' user costs such as tyr'e and vehicle wear' ar'e much less than
travel time and fuel consumption costs and al'e not considered her'e,
Total user' travel costs are calculated by adding the monetary
values of travel time and fuel consumption, A value of travel time was taken as
S5.00/h and the pI'ice of fuel as SO"58/L,, These travel costs could then be
com~redwith the monetary estimates of the accident risk when assessing
different traffic control schemes

EVALUATION OF TRAFFIC CONTROL SCBEMm
The two main points to be consideroo when comparing traffic
managements schemes ale the overall operational efficiency of the intersection
Under the various schemes and the cost-benefit ratio 'for' implementing and
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maintaining the schemes" All significant costs and benefits should be included
when calculating these quantities

Reductions in delay time will usually induce a I'eduction in fuel
consumption. Le", they al'e complementary variables" Similarly, reduced fuel
consumption will usually be complementary to I'educed air'· pollution and noise
levels" However', there will typically be a conflict between reduced fuel and
delay cost and increased safety. All quantities must be estimated with a similar'
degree of accuracy to be included in th analyses"
InpI'actice, other' objectives are also considered when choosing the
appropriate traffic managements scheme" Equity fOI' all travellers thI'ough the
intersection might be considered an advantage" In other' situations schemes
could be alter'ed so that no group of users experience gI'eater' costs than some
specified maximum. This could be important in congested conditions where
users on the minor' roads may experience excessively long delays in the most
efficient system" However', the specified maximum cost must be chosen
carefully so that the reduction in overall intersection efficiency is kept small

mrIMATlON OF DELAY TDlE AND FUEL CONSUMPI'IoN
In the evaluation of traffic contrul schemes truffic models are the
primary means of estimating delay and fuel consumption,especially in the
design phase" On-r'Oad data are often costly to collect and models can be, used
fOr' comparing in advance differ'ent traffic contr'Ol schemes and intersection
layouts" A hierarchy of traffic models exist covering the range of applications
from individual inter'5ections to lal'ge urban networks, The two models, INSECT
and SIDRA-2 (Akcelik, 1986), are suitable for' estimation of the performance of
individual intersections, SIDRA-2 is restricted to vehicle actuated (VA)
signalised intersections, but with its fast pmcessing time it is ideally suited to
the design and specification of signal settings for this type of intersection
control

The simulation model INSECT is suitable for assessing the
performance of an individual intersection under' stop, give-way, roundabout (one
0)::' two-lane) or' signal contr'OL For signalised control, the effect of the signal
personality (number of phases, right turn arr'Ows, etc,,) and timings (e,g, cycle,
gap and waste times, ete,.) can be tested" In addition, the effect of linking the
signals to upstr'eam intersections can be tested. The softwar'e Used to contI'OI
the operation of the signals in INSECT is the same as that used by the
Department of Main Roads-NSW and the Road Traffic Authority-Victoria in
actual operation, Thus INSECT I'ealistically r'epresents signal controllers
presently in use and the personalities generated for use in INSECT can then be
used dir'ectly in the signals controllers on the r'Oad
Given a detailed description of the intersection (e"g. number of
lanes, slip lanes, length 'of turn lanes or hold bays) and traffic volumes on all
routes, INSECT simulates the passage of vehicles through an intersection"
Variables such as points of conflict and gap times can be specified by the user'
or' default estimates used. A sub-program of INSECT, called CODAID, g'I'eatly
facilitates the writing of the intersection description file requir'ed by INSECT,
The signal personality file can be generated using another' sub-program, CGEN,
but the user' will still require a good knowledge of signal control sYstems" The
r'eport output file gives the values of a number' of perfoI'mance variables,
including delay and fuel consumption, fOI' each specified time interval. Further'
details on INSECT are given in Nairn and Partners (1986) and examples and
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as the volumes on the major and minor' toads approach each other'"

The benefitsllosses of priority over' VA signal control are shown in
Fig,,' 4, Only for the high volumes tested, total flow over 1400 veh/h, were costs
less fOI' signal control.. The benefits of prior ity control for most of the range of
volumes tested veIied between $5 and $10 per hOUI'"
The benefits/losses of roundabout compar'ed to vehicle actuated
(VA) signal control are shown in Fig. 5, The intersection layout fOI' signal
control is shown in Fig. 2" For the range of volumes considered, the costs for
signal control are only less than those for roundabout contr'ol when the volume
on the minor' road is low, less than about. 200 veh/h. This is the cases even for'
low volumes on the major' road, The benefits of signal control over' a roundabout
are greatest when volumes on the major and minor' 'roads are high and low,
respectively"
At a congested priority controlled intersection, an alternative to
replacing priority control could be to modify the intersection layout This was
done at the intersection shown in Fig, 1 and simulations were run with the
layout shown in Fig" 2, This resulted in lower' costs than I'Oundabout or' signal
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for' an of' the test volumes (see Figs 6 and n, Even at the highest test
(980 and 560 veh/h on the major' and mino[' roads, respectively) the
al1ternativ'e priority had lower' costs than the t'Oundabout" Only for' the observed
volumes. which had almost equal major and minor' I'cad flows and a large
right turning vehicles, was the roundabout as good" However, in

perc',n''''.:e

conditions, the alternative priority scheme was significantly
the roundabout (costs $3,,58 less per' howo)" These results suggest
a well designed priQrity controlled intersection will have lower' delay and
than a roundabout for' intersections with flows less than 1600 veh/h,
volumes mar'ginalIy gI'eater' than that, a roundabout will lower' costs when
are similar' on each appr'oach and/or' when there ar'e significant right turn
This value of 1600 veh/h is maI'ginally higher than the value of 1400
found under' the original priority control layout
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The effect of platooning of traffic was tested by assuming that
80 % of the vehicles on ODe approach of the majo!' road (approach 1 in Fig" V

came ft'Om an upstream intersection during the green phase and the remaining
20 % came during the t'ed phase" The observed peak: and off-peak. period
volumes were used" With peak period volumes. platooning of vehicles on the
main approach significantly I'educed the costs of priority contI'Ol, especially
with the original priority contI'Ol.. By contrast, costs under roundabout control

were marginally greater' and under' signal contr'ol costs

Wet'e

similar'. The

benefit of roundabout over priority control was reduced from $27,75 to $15,27
per' hour fOI' the original priority contI'oI and from $0.26 to a loss of $5,,01 per'
hour fOI' the alternative priority controL The platooning had almost no effect
with off-peak volumes
Intersection CIf Residential Feeder Road with Primary Arterial Road
The intersection of a primary arterial road with a mad which
services seversl r'esidential estates is shown in Fig 8 The heaviest traffic
flows, along appr'08.ch 1, are well platooned by upstr'eam signals" The
intersection until recently had priority cantI'ol but due to the long delays to the
minoI' road traffic and the accident history. signals have been installed, Delay
and fuel consumption costs under' priority and signal control, including various
forms of signal control. aroe discussed in Bowyer' and Biggs (1986)" Several of the
most interesting r'esults will be discussed in detail here" The total delay and
fuel costs, in monetary terms, for the cases considered are given in the
AppendiX,
The costs under priority and linked signal contr'Ol dUIing the peak
period are very similar., The average delay to vehicles on the minor' I'oad is
significantly less under' linked. signal contI'ol but is much gr'eater than under' VA
signal contr'Ol (see Appendix), However. VA contr'Ol inflicts a great cost on
vehicles on the major road, over' $80 per haUl': The benefit of linked signal
contr'Ol compar'ed to VA signal contr'Ql is estimated to be $59 per' hour' during
the peak period, With off-peak volumes. costs under priority control are
significantly less than under' VA and linked signals ($30 and $22 per' hour.
respectively)
Complaints fmm drivers on the minor' r'Qad of excessively long
delay times after the signals were converted from VA to linked contr'OI, led to
the double cycling of the signals" That is, two cycles were run for' ever'y cycle
of the upstream intersection, This had the desired effect of reducing delays to
vehicles on the minor' mad, but at the expense vehicles on the major road"
Double cycling the linked signals increased total costs by $37 per' houl' during
the peak period Since no differ'ence in safety would be expected. this would
also reflect the nett loss of the change, In this situation drivers on the minor'
road should be educated to tolerate longer delays so that total.intersection
efficiency will be incr'eas~d" Once they enter' the main l'Oad they will benefit at
other' intersections pr'Ovided the maximising of' intersection efficiency is
carried out consistently
Double cycling was found to wOI'k well· during the off":'peak period
when volumes were low, despite the shor'ter' cycle time (108 s compaI'ed to 130
s during the peak)" With careful adjustment of the flexitime settings, costs
could be reduced by $3 per' hour' by double cycling during this period"
Another method of reducing delays to vehicles on the minot road is
to adjust the signal settings" Adjustments to the flexilink settings for the peak:
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period resulted in an average reduction of 4.5 s in the delay to vehicles on the
minor' toad with almost no change to vehicles on the major' road Total costs
were almost the same
An aspect of driver' behaviour' which can have a significant effect
on costs at some intersections is lane discipline while turning, At the
intersection shown in Fig, 8 right turning vehicles from the minor road turn into
the kerb side lane thus conflicting with the opposing left turning vehicles., The
left turning vehicles must therefore wait until all the right turning vehicles
have completed their' turn before pI'Oceeding, Both the cases where left and
tight turning vehicles did and did not conflict were tested using INSECT" During
the peak period the conflict between the turning vehicles caused the delay time
of left turning vehicles to incr'ease to a small extent, but its major effect is on
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the green and I'ed times of the signals. In VA mode the increase in the green
time fo[, the minor mad caused the delay time of vehicles on the major mad to
increase" This r'esulted in an mer'ease in costs of $19 per' hauI'.. In flexilink mode
the signal settings ensure that the main platoon of vehicles on the major' road
are undelayed by the signals so the effect on the major' road is less" On the
minor road the increased green time out-weighs the effect of the shorter delays
to left turning vehicles and costs on the minor road are less when the turning
vehicles conflict, This would not be the cases in fixed time linked mode aI' if
vehicles on the minor wad had a longer' minimum green time. The total effect
of the lack of lane discipline fOI' flexilink mode in the peak period was found to
be $6 pel' hOUl'. For the low conflict volumes no effect was found.
A common practice for' increasing the efficiency of signalised
intersections has been to include slip lanes for' left turning vehicles. The effect
of including slip lanes on the minor toads of the intersection shown in Fig" 8
was investigated using INSECT" As expected, costs decreased for' vehicles on
the minor road, However', the greatest effect of the slip lanes was to increase
the proportion of gr'een time on the major' road. This reduced delay time and
number' of stops for' vehicles on the major road which r'esulted in lar'ge cost
savings" The total benefit of the slip lanes during the peak period wer'e
estimated to be $39/h fot' VA contt'Ol and $211h for flexilink control. The
benefit of slip lanes with flexilink contr'ol is very sensitive to the degr'ee of
platooning on the major' mad" With the per'centage of platooned vehicles
decreasing from 92 to 70%, the benefit of slip lanes rose from $21 to $41 per'
hour', The benefit with VA contml r'emained fairly stable over the different
proportions of platooned vehicles, Thus slip lanes provide the gr'eatest benefit
when left turn volumes using the lanes ar'e high and, where the signals are
operating in VA mode or' where they are in linked mode and a high proportion of
vehicles are not platooned,

The above finding for' slip lanes provides some insight into the
potential benefits of allowing vehicles to turn left on a red signaL A small
reduction in delay and fuel consumption would oCCW' for those vehicles able to
turn left early" However'. if left turning vehicles do not have an exclusive lane.
many may be blocked by through vehicles and left turning vehicles would the
trigger' vehicle detector' and therefore affect the change of signals The later
effect would negate the large benefit of increased green time on the major'
road,

CONCLUSlONS
Substantial reductions in travel costs for users of the r'oad system
are possible through the choice of the appr'opriate forms of intersection traffic
controL Traffic engineers should endeavour' to maximise intersection
efficiency, A cost-benefit analysis, taking into account all user' costs and the
costs of implementing and maintaining the scheme. should be used when making
the final decision.
The tht'ee major' travel costs to be consider'ed when comparing
control schemes are travel or delay time. fuel consumption and accident risk,
By considering the cruise speed at which people travel. the value of savin.gs in
travel time was found to be between $5 and $8 per' how', depending on vehicle
and speed. This is greater' than the commonly used value of one third of average
weekly earning and suggests that the value of small time savings is at least as
gI'eat as the value of large time savings (per' unit time),
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Two of the major' user costs, delay time and fuel consumption. can
be estimated using the ttatfic simulation model. INSECT, It can model stop,
give-way. roundabout and signal control and has been found to provide
reasonable estimates of the savingsflosses from a change in traffic control or
intersection layout The estimates ar'e therefore suitable fO! use in a
cost-benefit analysis" The prediction of accident risk for' an intersection under'
given for'ms of contr'Ol and volume levels is an area fo:!:' future research.
Several cases are given demonstrating the usefulness of INSECT,
At the intersection of a local collector' road and a limited arterial road,
priority, roundabout and signal control were compar'ed fOI' a range of traffic
volumes" User' costs were found to be very dependent on the volume levels,
Contour type maps of the benefits of one scheme over' another' for' given major'
and minor road volumes wer'e developed, These showed the trends in benefits
and operating conditions under' which one scheme was better than another', The
results indicate that for' total intersection volumes of less than 1300 veh/h
delay and fuel costs under' priority control are similar to, or less than. under
roundabout controL For' the intersection volumes tested, all less than 1600
veh/h. roundabout control has lower' costs than, VA signal contr'ol provided
volumes on the minor' road at'e greater' than about 200 veh/h, However'. costs
are dependent on the exact layout of the intersection. lane usage. turning
volumes. degt'ee of platooning, etc,. and each intersection should be modelled
to deter'mine the most appropriate form of contr'Ol. The example given shows
the variation in user' costs fol' specific control and layout changes and helps to
give the traffic manager' a feel for' the costs of various schemes.
The second case considered was that of the intersection of a
residential feeder road with a primary arterial road. INSECT was found to be
suitable for' testing a number' of control and layout options" Substantial benefits
were found for' linked over' VA signal control during the peak period, but costs
were fat, less for' priority control during the off-peak" Linked control resulted in
quite long delays on the minor' road and the effect of double cycling the linked
signals to reduce their delay was tested" Costs increased significantly during
the peak. but decreased during the off-peak" The effect of including left turn
slip lanes on the minor' road was also investigated" The main effect of the slip
lan~s was found to be the decreased cycle time and increased proportion of
green time for' vehicles on the major' mad" Substantial savings in delay and fuel
were found fOI' peak period volumes. especially for VA control At this
intersection the lane discipline of left and right turning vehicles was pOOl' and
using INSECT this was fOtmd to have a significantly effect the delay and fuel
costs during the peak period.
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INTERSECTION TRAFFIC CONTROL USER COSTS
APPENDIX
Results for' Intersection of Residential Feeder' Road (Templeton Street)
and Primary Arterial Road (Burwood Highway)
(a)

Peak Period
-----------------~._-----------------

Contr'ol

& Volllne

User'

Major

Cost

Minor

Road

Road

Total

---------------------------------------------------------2798
562
3360
--------------------------------------------------------Pr
ior'i ty
Fuel
57 mLlveh 109 mLlveh
219,,5 L
Voll.ll1e (veh/h)

Delay

6,0 s/veh

81,6 s/veh

17,.4 veh-h

-------------_._--~--------------------------------------

Cost

$116

$99

$215

-------------------------------------------------------VA
Fuel
82 ml/veh 84 ml/veh 276.4 L
Delay

22,,6 s/veh

29,4 s/veh

22,,2 veh-h

-------------------------------------~.~._---------_.~---

Cost

$221

$50

$271

--------------------------------------------------------Fuel
62 ml/veh
96 ml/veh
226" 0 L

Linked

Delay

10,,0 s/veh

53.1 s/veh

16.1 veh-h

---------------------------------------------------------Cost
$139
$73
$212

---------------------------------------------------Fuel
76 mL/veh
88 m1/veh
261" 9 L

Linked,
Couble-cycle

Delay

18.,0 s/veh

34,,3 s/veh

19,3 veh-h

-----------------------------~._-----------------------Cost
$193
$56
$249

------------------------------------------------------Fuel
62 mliveh 93 ml/veh 225.7 L

Linked ,
Adjusted

Delay

15,,9 veh-h
10,,6 s/veh 48,,6 s/veh
--------------------------_._-------------------------Cost
$142
$68
$210

-------------------------------------------~._----------VA
with
Fuel
77 mL/veh
80 mL/veh
261,,5 L
Slip Lane
Delay
16,5 s/veh 21..2 s/veh
16" 1 veh-h

----------------------------._---------------------------Cost
$189
$43
$232

--~._-----------------------------------------------Fuel
59 mLlveh
90 ml/veh
216,6 L
I:€lay
7,9 s/veh 44,7 s/veh
13,1 veh-h

Linked wi th
Slip Lane

--------------------------------------._-------------------Cost
$127
$64
$191

-----------------------------------------------~._----VA
with no
Fuel
79 mL/veh
84 mL/veh
268 6 L
Conflict on
Delay
19 .. 0 s/veh 28,,4 s/veh
19 2 veh-h
Minor Road

--------------------------------------------------------Cqst
$202
$50
$252
-------------------------------------------------------Linked
wi th
Fuel
60 mL/veh
97 mL/veh
221" 7 L

no Conflict
on Mi nor Rd.,

Delay

8,5 s/veh

56.0 s/veh

15,4 veh-h

--------------------------------------------------------Cost
$131
$75
$206
--------------------------------------------------------553
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Off-peak Period

------~'------------------------------------------User
Major
Minor
Total
Cost
Road
Road

Contr'ol

&: Volune

------------------------------------------------------ _.. -

Volune (veh/h)

1572

274

1846

----------------------------------------------------------Fuel

Priof'ity

52 ml/veh

Dalay

5,0 s/veh

82 mL/veh
25 6 s/veh

103" 7 L
4" 1 veh-h

----------------------------------------------------------Cost
$58

$23

$81

----------------------------------------------------------VA
Fuel
69 rnl/veh
77 ml/veh
128,.9 L
I::elay

12,,8 s/veh

21 3 s/veh

Delay

57 mL/veh
7,7 s/veh

90 mL/veh
51" 1 s/veh

7.. 2 veh-h

----------------------------------------------------------Cost
191
$20
1111
----------------------------------------------------------linked
Fuel
113,7 L

7,3 veh-h

----------------------------------------------------------Cost
$69

$34
$102
--------~._--------------------------------------------Linked,
Fuel
64 mL/veh
78 mLlveh
121,,3 L
I::ouble-cycle Delay
11,5 s/veh 24" 1 s/veh
6,,9 veh-h

---------------------------------------------------------Cost
$83
$22
$105
---------------------------------------------------------Linked.
Fuel
I::ouble-cycle
Adjusted grn

Delay

61 mL/veh

9,,'7 s/veh

80 mL/veh
27,6 s/veh

118,,2 L
6,,3 veh-h

----------------------------------------------------------Cost
$77
$23

$100

---~._-----------------------------------------------VA
with
Fuel
67 ml/veh
73 mLlveh
124,,8 L
Slip L.ane

Delay

11..6 s/veh

14.1 s/veh

6" 1 veh-h

55 mLlveh

84 mL/veh
38.3 s/veh

109 7 L
5.8 veh-h

----------------------------------------------------------Cost
186
$17
$103
_._'-----------------------------------------------------Linked with
Fuel

Slip Lane

Delay

6,,6 s/veh

--------------------------------------------_.~----------Cost

$65
$28
193
----------------------------------------------------------VA
with no
Fuel
56 mL/veh
90
ml/veh
1133
L
Conflict on
Delay
7 5 s/veh 51,0 s/veh
7,2 veh-h
Minor Road

---------------------------------------------------------Cost
$67
$34
$101
---------------------------------------------------------linked
with
Fuel
no Conflict
on Minor Rd,

Delay

68 mL/veh
12, 7 s/veh

76 mL/veh

20" 8 s/veh

1286

L

7,1 veh-h

----------------------------------------------------------Cost

$90

$20

$110

-------------------------------_._--------------------
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